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Primal Paths
Rage burns in every barbarian’s heart, a furnace that 
drives him or her toward greatness. Different barbarians 
attribute their rage to different sources, however. For 
some, it is an internal reservoir where pain, grief, and 
anger are forged into a fury hard as steel. Others see it 
as a spiritual blessing, a gift of a totem animal.

Path of the Skinchanger                             
You belong to a tradition of barbarians who hunt wild 
beasts, stealing their pelts and organs for grizzly rituals 
that unlock an ability to take on the shapes of those 
beasts. Skinchangers begin their path by learning to 
partially adopt the shape of beasts while raging, looking 
for all the world like a lycanthrope though they do not 
suffer such a curse. As these barbarians grow in power 
their ability to change their shape improves beyond just 
those beasts they hunt.

Sacred Hunt
At 3rd level, you learn a sacred hunting ritual that allows 
you to gain the power of beasts. Prior to beginning this 
ritual you must name a beast that might exist in the 
nearby wild and is listed below. This sacred hunt takes 
1 day to complete. After you perform a sacred hunt, 
when you enter a rage you partially transform into the 
beast you selected and add the corresponding benefit 
to the normal benefits of rage. This effect lasts until you 
perform another sacred hunt.

Bat. As a bonus action you can shriek or catch the 
wind. If you shriek and are not deafened, you have 
blindsight up to 60 feet away until the end of your next 
turn. If you catch the wind, you fly up to 10 feet and take 
no damage from falling until the end of your next turn.

Boar. When you move 15 feet or more directly 
towards a creature on your turn and are within 5 feet 
of them you can use a bonus action to make a gore 
attack with your tusks. You have proficiency with this 
gore attack and add your strength modifier to hit 
and damage. The gore attack deals 1d4 bludgeoning 
damage and the creature must make a Strength saving 
throw or fall prone. The DC of this saving throw is 8 + 
your proficiency modifier + your Strength modifier.

Rat. Gain resistance to poison damage and advantage 
on saving throws against disease, poison and being 
restrained. In addition, you can use a bonus action to 
use your tail to distract and threaten a creature within 
5 feet of you, giving the next attack roll they make 
disadvantage.

Shark. Gain a swim speed of 30 feet and you can 
breathe underwater. As a bonus action you can bite any 
creature that has less than their maximum hit points 
within 5 feet of you. You have proficiency with the 
bite attack and add your strength modifier to hit and 
damage. The bite attack deals 1d4 piercing damage. 

Wolf. As a bonus action you can harry a creature 
next to you. When you harry a creature next to you 
the next attack against that creature has advantage. As 
a reaction you can hound a creature next to you when 
it moves out of your reach. When you hound a creature 
you move half your movement speed and must move as 
close to the creature triggering the reaction as possible. 
This movement does not provoke opportunity attacks.

Skinchanging
Also at 3rd level, you can cast the spell disguise self. You 
can cast this spell again after completing a long or short 
rest.

Ten Thousand Masks
Starting at 6th level, you can cast disguise self at will 
and you can cast alter self once. You regain the ability to 
cast alter self when you complete a long rest.

Primal Rage
Starting at 10th level, the sacred hunt reaps even 
greater rewards. Add an additional benefit based on the 
target of your last sacred hunt to the normal benefits of 
your rage.

Bat. You gain a flying speed of 30 feet.
Boar. As a free action once during your turn when a 

creature makes an opportunity attack against you you 
can make a gore attack against it after its opportunity 
attack is resolved.

Rat. You are immune to poison and disease. As a 
bonus action you can spread dirt and filth across your 
weapon. The next time you damage a creature with that 
weapon they must make a Constitution saving throw 
(DC 14) or be poisoned until the end of their next turn.

Shark. When you deal damage to a creature with less 
than half its hit points remaining you deal an additional 
1d4 damage.

Wolf. When you harry a creature all attacks against 
that creature gain advantage until the start of your next 
turn. When you hound a creature you can move your full 
movement speed instead of half your movement speed.

Ten Million Masks
Starting at 14th level, you can cast polymorph. You 
regain the ability to cast this spell when you take a long 
rest. Your spell save for this spell is 8 + your proficiency 
modifier + your Constitution modifier. In addition, 
whenever you rage you can choose to gain the effect of 
the spell alter self or enlarge.
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Path of the Sylvan Warden                        
Some barbarians are not marked by their loyalty to kin 
or tribe but by their loyalty to land and beast. These 
barbarians take up the role of stewards and protectors 
of the natural world fighting against those who would 
despoil it. In taking on this role the barbarian learns 
much of the magic of his cousin the druid, even learning 
to bend his typically violent rage into an unshakable 
inner calm.

Spellcasting
At 3rd level, you augment your significant physical 
prowess with druidic magic. See chapter 10 for the 
general rules of spellcasting and chapter 11 for the 
druid spell list.

Cantrips. You learn learn two cantrips of your choice 
from the druid spell list. You learn an additional druid 
cantrip of your choice at 10th level.

Spell Slots. The Sylvan Warden Spellcasting table 
shows how many spell slots you have to cast your spells 
of 1st level and higher. To cast one of these spells, you 
must expend a slot of the spell’s level or higher. You 
regain all expended spell slots when you finish a long 
rest.
   For example, if you know the 1st-level spell entangle 
and have a 1st-level and a 2nd-level spell slot available, 
you can cast entangle using either slot.

Spells Known of 1st-Level and Higher. You know 
three 1st-level druid spells of your choice, two of 
which you must choose from the conjuration and 
transmutation spells on the druid spell list.
   The Spells Known column of the Sylvan Warden 
Spellcasting table shows when you learn more druid 
spells of 1st level or higher. Each of these spells must 
be a conjuration or transmutation spell of your choice, 
and must be of a level for which you have spell slots. For 
instance, when you reach 7th level in this class, you can 
learn one new spell of 1st or 2nd level.
   The spells you learn at 8th, 14th, and 20th level can 
come from any school of magic.
   Whenever you gain a level in this class,  you can 
replace one of the druid spells you know with another 
spell of your choice from the druid spell list. The new 
spell must be of a level for which you have spell slots, 
and it must be a conjuration or transmutation spell, 
unless you’re replacing the spell you gained at 8th, 14th, 
or 20th level.

Spellcasting Ability. Wisdom is your spellcasting 
ability for your druid spells, since you learn your spells 
through observation and emulation of the natural world. 
You use your Wisdom whenever a spell refers to your 
spellcasting ability. In addition, you use your Wisdom 
modifier when setting the saving throw DC for a druid 
spell you cast and when making an attack roll with one.

Spell save DC = 8 + your proficiency modifier +
your Wisdom modifier

Spell attack modifier = your proficiency bonus +
your Wisdom modifier

Quieted Rage
Starting at 3rd level, you have learned to turn your 
furious physical rage into an aura of unshakeable calm. 
Using a bonus action and expending a use of your 
rage, you enter a quieted rage. While in a quieted rage 
you gain the following benefits in place of the benefits 
normally given by rage;

Sylvan Warden SpellcaSting

• You have an aura of resilience. Friendly creatures 
adjacent to you gain resistance to bludgeoning, 
piercing, and slashing damage.

• You have an aura of implacable guardianship. When 
a creature adjacent to you attempts to move outside 
of your reach you may use your reaction to make a 
melee weapon attack. If you hit, the creature’s speed 
is reduced to 0 until the end of its turn.

• You have advantage on saving throws made to 
maintain concentration.

• When you deal damage with a druid spell add your 
rage damage bonus.

If you enter a rage while in a quieted rage, the quieted 
rage ends. If you enter a quieted rage while in a rage, 
the rage ends. Your quieted rage ends after 1 minute or 
if you go unconscious. You can also end your quieted 
rage on your turn as a bonus action.

Bound to the Land
Starting at 6th level, you gain the ranger’s Natural 
Explorer feature. At 7th level, you also gain a mystical 
connection to the land you choose as if you had selected 
the same terrain for the druid’s Circle Spells feature. At 
7th level you gain the spells a druid would at 3rd level. 
At 13th level, you gain the spells a druid would at 5th 
level. At 19th level, you gain the spells a druid would at 
7th level.

Font of Life
Starting at 10th level, you can use your druidic magicto 
heal the wounds and stave off the infections of your 
allies. As an action you can expend a spell slot to cast a 
curative spell over all friendly creatures within 15 feet of 
you. Each friendly creature can decide to make a saving 
throw to end an effect they are under with a bonus to 
the roll equal to the level of spell slot you expended or or 
recover hit points equal to 1d6 per level of the spell slot 
you expended + their Constitution modifier. If you are in 
a quieted rage you can use a bonus action rather than 
an action to use this feature.

Nature’s Fury, Nature’s Calm
Starting at 14th level, whenever you enter a rage 
or quieted rage you can choose one of the following 
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damage types; cold, fire, lightning, poison, or thunder. 
While you remain in that rage or quieted rage you 
have resistance to that damage type and when you 
deal damage with your melee weapon attacks you can 
choose to deal that damage type.

Path of the Skinchanger and  of the Sylvan Warden by
/u/ coolgamertagbro
http://sterlingvermin.com/

Art Credits in Order of Appearance
“Beast’s Soldier” by Koutanagamori
“Elf Druid” by Fresh Paint
“Forest Arena” by Jordan Grimmer
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Martial Archetypes 
Different fighters choose different approaches to
perfecting their fighting prowess. The martial archetype
you choose to emulate reflects your approach.

Gunslinger                                                    
Gunslingers wield all manner of firearms as they ponder 
their place in society, wander the world, and settle old 
grudges. These fighters use new technology to do battle 
but the reasons they fight are timeless. Gunslingers 
live by a code, though whether that code gives them 
free reign to terrorize the local town or demands they 
protect it at all costs depends on the path they choose 
for themselves. When you live and die by the gun, you’re 
a gunslinger.

Bonus Proficiencies
At 3rd level, you gain proficiency with side arms, long 
arms, one gaming set of your choosing, and tinker’s 
tools.

True Grit
At 3rd level, your down and dirty gun fighting has forced 
you to dig deep for your grit. Your access to this inner 
strength is represented by a number of grit points. You 
have 5 grit points. You can expend a grit point to power 
a Deed, special abilities gunslingers learn at later levels, 
or for one of the following benefits;

Iron Sights. You can expend a grit before you make a 
weapon attack with a firearm to gain advantage on the 
attack roll.

Fast Hands. You can expend a grit when you use the 
Attack action to ignore the loading property of a firearm 
until the start of your next turn.

Quick Fix. After you make an attack roll you can 
spend 1 grit to ignore the misfire property of a side arm 
or long arm.
   You regain an expended grit point whenever you score 
a critical or reduce a creature to 0 hit points with a 
firearm attack. You regain all expended grit points when 
you complete a short or long rest.

Wanderer’s Deeds
Starting at 7th level, you gain the following Deeds.

Dust Devil. You can use a bonus action and expend a 
grit to use the Dodge action.

Marked. You can use a bonus action and expend a grit 
to cast hunter’s mark as a 3rd-level spell.

Wild Stallion. You can use an action and expend a grit 
to cast the spell phantom steed.

Desperado’s Deeds
Starting at 10th level, you gain the following Deeds.

Deadeye. When you make an attack roll with a 
firearm and the result is one away from a result that 
would score a critical hit, you can expend a grit to make 
the result count as a critical. You do not regain grit from 
that critical.

High Noon. When you are targeted by a ranged 
weapon attack you can use your reaction and expend 
a grit to try to shoot the attack out of the air. Make an 
attack roll with a firearm. If your result is greater than 
the attack result targeting you, the attack misses you 
and you regain a grit.

Shoot First. When you make an initiative roll you can 
expend a grit to gain advantage on the roll and your first 
attack roll with a firearm on your next turn.

Sown Oats
Starting at 15th level, a gunslinger has to make a hard 
choice about which side of the law he falls on. He can 
choose to take the Gangboss’ Deeds or Lawman’s Deeds 
feature. In addition, you gain the following Deed.

Mortal Shot. When you reduce a creature to 0 hit 
points or score a critical hit you can spend a grit to 
immediately make another attack with your firearm. You 
can use this deed again after the start of your next turn.

Gangboss’ Deeds
When you gain this feature, add your Intelligence 
modifier to your total grit points. In addition, you gain 
the following Deeds.

Criminal Talent. You can expend a grit when you 
make a Charisma (Deception), Charisma (Intimidation), 
or Dexterity (Stealth) check to gain advantage on that 
roll.

Half Cocked. You can use a bonus action and expend 
a grit to increase the misfire property by 1 and the 
critical property by 2 on all firearm attacks you make for 
the next minute.

Lawman’s Deeds
When you gain this feature, add your Charisma modifier 
to your total grit points. In addition, you gain the 
following Deeds.

Heart of Gold. You can expend a grit when you make 
an Intelligence (Investigation), Wisdom (Insight), or 
Wisdom (Medicine) check to gain advantage on that roll.

Straight Shooter. You can use a bonus action and 
expend a grit to ignore the misfire property on any 
firearm you make an attack with for the next minute.

Black Hat’s Deeds
Starting at 18th level, if you took the Gangboss’ Deeds 
feature, gain the following Deeds.

Hero Stopper. When you score a critical hit with a 
firearm you can expend a grit to roll three times your 
damage dice rather than two times your damage dice.

Stay Down! When you use the Attack action while 
using a firearm and target the same creature with each 
attack you can use your bonus action to attack the same 
creature again.

White Hat’s Deeds
Starting at 18th level, if you took the Lawman’s Deeds 
feature, gain the following Deeds.

Anybody Else? When you use the Attack action while 
using a firearm and target a different creature with each 
attack you gain a grit and can use your bonus action to 
make a firearm weapon attack.

Villain Dropper. When you score a critical hit with 
a firearm you can expend a grit and all attacks against 
that creature before the start of your next turn gain 
advantage.
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New Weapon Properties                        
Brutal. When you deal damage with this weapon, roll 

the damage dice of this weapon twice and use the higher 
result.

Critical X. If you roll this number or higher on your 
attack roll with this weapon it is considered a critical.

Misfire X. If you roll this number or lower on your 
attack roll with this weapon it misfired. You may use a 
bonus action to clear the firearm. You must clear the 
firearm before you use it to attack again.

Optional Rule: Firearms in D&D
If you choose to use firearms in your setting and want 
them to be more widely used than just those archetypes 
that specialize in them, the following classes gain 
proficiency with one or both types of firearms;

Bard: Side Arms
Fighter: Side Arms & Long Arms
Ranger: Long Arms
Rogue: Side Arms

In addition, if your campaign uses feats, consider adding 
the following feat into the game.

Firearms Expert
Thanks to extensive practice with firearms, you gain the 
following benefits;
• Gain proficiency with one of the following: long arms or 

side arms.
• You ignore the loading quality of firearms with which 

you are proficient.
• If you are proficient in side arms, being within 5 feet of 

a hostile creature doesn’t impose disadvantage on your 
attack rolls while using a side arm.

• If you are proficient in long arms, reduce the misfire 
value of all long arm firearms by 1.

Name
Sidearms
Six Shooter
Hand Cannon
Longarms
Rifle
Boom Stick

Cost

100 gp
80 gp

80 gp
100 gp

Damage

2d4 piercing
1d12 piercing

2d6 piercing
2d6 piercing

Properties

Ammunition (50/100), light, misfire 1
Ammunition (30/60), critical 19, light, loading, misfire 2

Ammunition (100/400), critical 19, loading, misfire 2, two-handed
Ammunition (20/40), brutal, critical 18, heavy, loading, misfire 3

Weight

4 lb.
8 lb.

12 lb.
8 lb.

WeaponS
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Gladiator                                                        
Gladiators turn combat into an art form. While other 
fighters hone their skills purely to get the job done, 
gladiators combine martial prowess with crowd 
pleasing. Gladiators love nothing more than pulling a 
big audience to a fight and challenging their equals to 
one-on-one combat. While these fighters are certainly 
unconventional adventurers they tend to make friends 
and fans easily.

Bonus Proficiency
Starting at 3rd level, you gain proficiency in 
Performance.

Crowd Pleaser
Starting at 3rd level, some of your gladiator 
features will require enemy creatures to make 
saving throws. The saving throw DC is calculated 
as follows:

Gladiator save DC = 8 + your proficiency modifier + 
your Charisma modifier

Mano a Mano
Starting at 3rd level, you can use your bonus action to 
challenge a creature within 15 feet to a one on one fight. 
That creature must make a Wisdom saving throw. If that 
saving throw fails, until the creature takes damage from 
a creature friendly to you, you use this feature again, 
or it is reduced to 0 hp it has disadvantage on attack 
rolls against creatures other than you and you add your 
Charisma modifier when you deal weapon damage to it.

Roar of the Crowd
Starting at 7th level, when you score a critical hit each 
friendly creature within 30 feet with an Intelligence 
score of 4 or more can use their reaction to cheer for 
you. All enemy creatures within 30 feet of you must 
make a Constitution saving throw. If they fail they take 
1d4 per creature that cheered + your Charisma modifier 
thunder damage. If they succeed they take half that 
damage.

Build the Heat
Starting at 10th level, while a creature is under the 
effect of your Mano a Mano feature it takes half damage 
from any attack made by a source other than you and 
it has vulnerability to any damage you deal other than 
damage types it is immune to.

Signature Move
Starting at 15th level, choose one of the following 
abilities. You can use this ability against any creature 
under the affect of your Mano a Mano feature. You must 
finish a short or long rest to use your Signature Move 
again.

Big Drop. In place of one of your regular attacks you 
can leap up to 15 feet and make a weapon attack. If you 
hit the attack is a critical and the creature is stunned 
until the end of its next turn.

Choke Out. When you have a creature grappled you 
can use your bonus action to attempt to choke them 
out. If that creature must breathe to remain conscious 
that creature must succeed on a Constitution saving 
throw or go unconscious for one minute or until it takes 
damage.

Toss Up. In place of one of your regular attacks you 
can make attempt to knock your opponent off its feet 
with the force of your blow. If you succeed you can 

choose to throw the creature anywhere within 30 feet 
of its current location. When the creature lands it takes 
5d10 force damage and is knocked prone.

Big Finish
Starting at 18th level, you also trigger your Roar 
of the Crowd feature when you reduce an enemy 
creature to 0 hp.

Gunslinger and Gladiator Martial Archetypes by
/u/ coolgamertagbro
http://sterlingvermin.com/

Art Credits in Order of Appearance
“Fantasy Guns” by Kozivara
“Cowboy Marlboro Recoverd” by Rrrawhide
“Shoanti Gladiator” by Devburmak
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Ranger
There is a lot of discussion in the D&D community and 
in Wizards of the Coast itself about the state of the 
ranger class. While Wizards of the Coast has offered a 
few possible variations on the class as alternatives to the 
ranger presented in the Player’s Handbook there doesn’t 
appear to be a consensus currently on the direction the 
class will ultimately take, if it is ever officially revised at 
all. There are also many D&D fans who have created 
their own versions of the ranger class in an attempt to 
resolve the perceived mechanical and thematic failings 
of the current official ranger class. Given the precarious 
position of the ranger in the community and my desire 
to create new content for all classes, I developed ranger 
options for the Complete Martialist Handbook with the 
following considerations in mind. 
   First, any change to the ranger base class should 
be minor enough that, if removed, the archetypes 
presented here could still be usable in campaigns that 
did not want to use a change to the base class. The 
second consideration is that any change, although 
minor, must improve the ranger thematically and 
mechanically and be inspired by the historical strengths 
of the ranger class in previous D&D editions. With these 
considerations in mind, here are my additions to the 
ranger class as presented in the Player’s Handbook. 

Hunter’s Mark True                              
Starting at 1st level, creatures of the type selected by 
your Favored Enemy feature are always considered to 
be under the affect of your hunter’s mark. This effect on 
your Favored Enemy does not require any action by you 
to initiate or concentration to maintain. 

Hunter’s Mark True improvement            
Starting at 3rd level, you can cast hunter’s mark as a 
cantrip. When you cast hunter’s mark as a cantrip it 
counts as if you used the highest level spell slot you can 
have.

Hunter’s Mark True improvement         
Starting at 9th level, you cannot lose concentration on 
your hunter’s mark by taking damage.

Beastmaster                                                   
Like the ranger from the Player’s Handbook, the 
community has largely written off the beastmaster 
archetype. Given that the beastmaster represents such a 
compelling and commonplace fantasy narrative concept 
I wanted to do what I could to make it a viable option as 
an archetype for the ranger. Written below is a rewrite of 
the beastmaster features.

Ranger’s Companion
Starting at 3rd level, you gain a beast companion that 
accompanies you on your adventures and is trained to 
fight alongside you. Choose a beast that is no larger than 
Medium and that has a challenge rating of ¼ or lower. 
Add your proficiency bonus to the beast’s AC, attack 
rolls, and damage rolls, as well as to any saving throws 
and skills it is proficient in. Its hit point maximum 
equals its normal maximum or five times your ranger 
level, whichever is higher.
   The beast obeys your commands as best as it can. It 
takes its turn on your initiative, though it doesn’t take an 
action unless you command it to. On your turn, you can 
verbally command the beast where to move (no action 
required by you). You can use your action to verbally 
command it to take the Attack, Dash, Disengage, Dodge, 
or Help action. Once you have the Extra Attack feature, 
you can make one weapon attack yourself when you 
command the beast to take the Attack action.
   While traveling through your favored terrain with only 
the beast, you can move stealthily at a normal pace.
   If the beast dies, you can obtain another one by 
spending 8 hours magically bonding with another beast 
that isn’t hostile to you, either the same type of beast as 
before or a different one.

Battle Orders
Also at 3rd level, you could use your action to command 
your beast to pursue one of the following orders;

Assault. Choose a creature within 60 feet of you. On 
your turn you do not control your beast’s movement. 
Instead the beast moves within reach of that creature, 
avoiding provoking opportunity attacks if possible, and 
taking Dash actions when he cannot reach the creature 
through its normal movement. On any turn it is within 
weapon range of the creature after its movement it 
makes an Attack action. This order ends if the creature 
you chose is reduced to 0 hp.

Defend. Choose a creature or object within 60 feet 
of you. On your turn you do not control your beast’s 
movement. Instead the beast moves adjacent to the 
creature or object and attempts to interpose itself 
between the creature or object and attacking creatures. 
If the beast is not adjacent to the creature or object at 
the end of its movement it will take a Dash action to 
close the distance. It will continue to do this until it 
is adjacent to the creature or object. On each of your 
turns the creature makes an attack against one of the 
closest enemy creatures to the creature or object you 
commanded it to defend. This order ends if there are no 
more enemy creatures.

Retreat. Give your creature an indication of where 
it should flee to. On each of your turns your beast 
moves in that direction and then takes a Dash action 
to continue moving the same direction. Your beast will 
spend his action to Disengage if that would allow him 
to avoid an opportunity attack while obeying this order. 
This order ends when your creature arrives where you 
directed them to.
   You can use a bonus action to command a beast to 
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cease an order.

Beast’s Mark
Starting at 7th level, your beast benefits from the effects 
of your hunter’s mark the same way you do.

Apex Predator
Starting at 11th level, when you bond to a new beast 
using your Ranger’s Companion feature the beast can 
be no larger than Large size and must have a challenge 
rating of 1 or lower.

Share Spells
Starting at 15th level, when you cast a spell targeting 
yourself or you are targeted by a spell that heals you, you 
can also affect your beast companion with the spell if 
the beast is within 30 feet of you.

Geomancer                                                      
All rangers form a bond with the land, mastering the 
survival skills necessary to thrive there and learning to 
use terrain to their advantage. Geomancers connect to 
the land on a mystical level, discovering ways of calling 
up the inherent magical powers of the local flora, fauna 
and geological features. In territory they are intimately 
familiar with, geomancers wield a wide range of spells 
while powerful geomancers can even call up the 
geomantic properties of distant lands.

Geomancy
Starting at 3rd level, you learn the druidcraft cantrip. 
Starting at 5th level, you can cast spells associated with 
one of your favored terrains while you are in that terrain. 
These spell associations are the same as the ones listed 
on the Druid Circle of Land, Circle Spells feature. For 
the purposes of gaining access to spells a 5th level 
ranger counts as a 3rd level druid, a 9th level ranger 
counts as a 5th level druid, a 13th level ranger counts as 

a 7th level druid, and a 17th level ranger counts as a 9th 
level druid.

Geomantic Recovery
Starting at 3rd level, you have learned to regain some of 
your magical power by communing with the earth. Once 
per day when you finish a short rest, you can choose 
expended spell slots to recover. The spell slots can have 
a combined level that is equal to or less than half your 
ranger level (rounded up), and none of these slots can 
be 6th level or higher.

Invoke the Elements
Starting at 3rd level, you learn a 10 minute ritual that 
involves setting a weapon on the ground and calling on 
the geomantic power of the elements to empower the 
weapon. This empowerment lasts until you take a long 
rest. While empowered the weapon deals additional 
damage of a type determined by the terrain this ability 
is used in. The first time you deal damage with that 
weapon each round it deals an additional 1d4 damage of 
the type determined by the terrain.

Arctic. Cold damage.
Coast. Acid damage.
Desert. Fire damage.
Grassland. Radiant damage.
Mountain. Thunder damage.
Settlement. Psychic damage.
Swamp. Poison damage.
Underdark. Necrotic damage.

Geomantic Attunement
Starting at 7th level, when you complete a long rest you 
can choose to add the terrain type you rested in to your 
list of favored terrains granted by your Natural Explorer 
feature. This effect ends when you use this feature again.

Strength of the Earth
Starting at 11th level, you gain twice your ranger level 
in temporary hit points whenever you complete a long 
rest in a region that is considered a favored terrain as 
selected in your Natural Explorer feature. You gain 
your ranger level in temporary hit points whenever you 
complete a short rest in an area that matches a favored 
terrain selected by your Natural Explorer feature or you 
complete a long rest in any terrain you do not favor.
   While you have these temporary hit points you deal an 
additional 1d4 damage with your Invoke the Elements 
feature.

Will of the Land
Starting at 15th level, you can cast a spell from a favored 
terrain’s list without expending a spell slot as if you you 
expended the highest spell slot you can cast. You can 
use this feature again after you complete a long rest.
   In addition, you can cast a spell from a favored terrain 
list that you are not currently in by expending a spell slot 
one level or more higher than the one called for by the 
spell.

hold person, knock
leomund’s tiny hut, tongues
compulsion, locate creature
animate objects, contagion

2nd 
5th
7th
9th

New Favored Terrain: Settlement
Add “Settlement” to the lists of favored terrains in the 
ranger’s Natural Explorer feature and the druid’s Circle 
Spells feature. Settlements include all sizable towns and 
cities.
Settlement

   Druid level        Circle Spells
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Monsterheart                                                   
At the core of your being you are what you hunt. While 
other rangers stalk the edges of civilization fighting 
back the darkness you stalk the edge of the darkness 
and serve as a medium between civilization and the 
monstrous. Your intimacy with monstrous beings has 
translated to arcane power over magics related to their 
nature. 

Adopted Kin
Starting at 3rd level, you learn a 10 minute ritual where 
you decorate yourself in the trappings of one of your 
non-humanoid favored enemy types. Until your next 
long rest you gain advantage on all Charisma checks 
when engaging with that creature type. Additionally, 
one or both of your arms (your choice) are transformed 
into a monstrous appendage that you are proficient 
with. These monstrous appendages deal 2d4 + strength 
or dexterity modifier (your choice) and have the light 
weapon property. The damage type the monstrous 
appendage deals should reflect the creature type and 
can be bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing (your choice). 
You can use this feature again after you complete a long 
rest.

Favored Kin
Starting at 3rd level you gain access to the spells 
associated with your Favored Enemy. When you gain an 
additional Favored Enemy you gain the spells associated 
with that creature type.

Kin Attunement
Starting at 7th level, when you complete a long rest you 
can choose a creature type that you have interacted with 
since your last long rest. That creature type is added to 
your list of favored enemies. This effect ends when you 
use this feature again.

Monstrous Mein
Starting at 11th level, your ferocity is unmatched. While 
you have an Adopted Kin your monstrous appendage 
deals 2d6 damage + wisdom modifier + strength 
modifier or dexterity modifier and has the light weapon 
property. Your monstrous appendage can deal one 
damage type of your choice, chosen when you use 
Adopted Kin, but the choice must reflect the creature 

type you are adopting.

Adopted Kin improvement
Starting at 15th level, you can spend an action 
transforming into a creature you have encountered 
of the same type as you selected with your Adopted 
Kin feature. This creature’s challenge rating cannot 
be higher than 5. This effect acts like the druid’s Wild 
Shape feature in all other ways. You can use this ability 
again after you complete a long rest. 
   Also starting at 15th level, when you take any type 
of damage from an attack from a creature of the 
type selected by your Adopted Kin feature you have 
resistance to that damage.

Creature
Aberrations
Beasts
Celestials
Constructs
Dragons
Elementals
Fey
Fiends
Giants
Monstrosities
Oozes
Plants
Undead

4th level
dimension door
dominate beast
guardian of faith
stoneskin
mordenkainen’s private sanctum
elemental bane
confusion
evard’s black tentacles
stone shape
create monstrosity
freedom of movement
grasping vine
blight

3rd level
blink
conjure animals
remove curse
dispel magic
fly
elemental weapon
hypnotic pattern
hunger of hadar
fear
water walk
gaseous form
plant growth
vampiric touch

2nd level
crown of madness
animal messenger
aid
calm emotions
enthrall
elemental burst
invisibility
blindness/deafness
enlarge/reduce
alter self
web
barkskin
darkness

1st level
ray of sickness
animal friendship
bless
unseen servant
chromatic orb
absorb elements
charm person
hellish rebuke
catapult
disguise self
grease
goodberry
false life

Favored Kin SpellS
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New Spells                                                 
Create Monstrosity
4th-level transmutation

Casting Time: 1 action
Range: 30 feet
Components: V, S
Duration: Instantaneous
Class: Sorcerer, Warlock, Wizard

Select two beasts within range whose combined 
challenge ratings are less than your level. Each beast 
makes a Constitution saving throw. If they both fail, the 
two beasts are merged into a single monstrosity.
   This new monstrosity appears as an amalgamation of 
the two beasts. This new creature has an AC, walking 
speed, Strength, Dexterity, Constitution, Intelligence, 
Wisdom, and Charisma equivalent to the higher rating 
of the two beasts. The new creature has the hit points, 
hit dice, and challenge rating equal to the combination 
of both beasts. The new creature has the special 
movement speeds, skills, senses, features, and actions 
of both beasts. The new creature can be the size of 
either beast or any size inbetween the size of the two 
beasts.
   This spell can be ended with a dispel magic spell. If 
a monstrosity created by this spell reproduces with a 
monstrosity made from the same beasts, the child of 
those monstrosities breeds true and cannot be undone 
with a dispel magic spell.

Elemental Burst
2nd-level evocation

Casting Time: 1 action
Range: 60 feet
Components: V, S, M (a diamond worth at least 100 gp)
Duration: Instantaneous
Class: Sorcerer, Wizard

Raising your hand into the air, elements form in the air 
around your head and gather in your palm. When you 
clasp your hand into a fist, choose a creature within 
range and choose to deal acid, cold, fire, lightning, 
poison, or thunder damage. That creature and each 
creature within 10 feet of the targeted creature must 
make a Dexterity saving throw or take 1d12 + your 
spellcasting ability modifier damage of the type you 
chose. If they succeed they take half as much damage of 
the same type.

At Higher Levels. When you cast this spell this spell 
using a spell slot of 3rd level or higher, the damage 
increases by 1d8 for each slot level above 2nd.

Ranger Class Additions by
/u/ coolgamertagbro
http://sterlingvermin.com/

Art Credits in Order of Appearance
“Beastmaster” by Valentin Loginov
“Dark and Day: Sage of Age” by nJoo
“Druid” by Edli
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Paramour Archetype 
by
/u/ coolgamertagbro

Art Credits in Order 
of Appearance

“Witcher 3 Wild Hunt 
Dandelion Art” by 
Scratcherpen

Roguish Archetypes
Rogues have many features in common, including their 
emphasis on perfecting their skills, their precise and 
deadly approach to combat, and their increasingly quick 
reflexes. But different rogues steer those talents in 
varying directions, embodied by the rogue archetypes. 
Your choice of archetype is a reflection of your focus—
not necessarily an indication of your chosen profession, 
but a description of your preferred techniques.

Paramour                                                     
Some rogues are more interested in stealing hearts 
than gold pieces. These paramours wander from town 
to town and port to port having great love affairs and 
boisterous all nighters leaving a river of ex-lovers’ tears 
in their wake. Unlike arcane tricksters, the spells 
of paramours are natural expressions of their own 
charming talents rather than learned magic.

Lover’s Lies
Starting at 3rd level, you learn three languages of your 
choice. 
   In addition, you know all the best lines because you’re 
usually the one using them. You gain advantage on 
saving throws against charmed effects.

Lover’s Sighs
Starting at 3rd level, you gain a maximum pool of amour 
points equal to your Charisma modifier. You can spend 
your amour to cast spells and regain all expended 
amour when you complete along rest. You learn the 
following spells at the identified rogue levels and when 
you expend an amour it counts as if you had used a 
spell slot equal to half your rogue level (round down, 
maximum spell level 9).
lover’S SighS Spell liSt

   Rogue level         Spells

Charisma is your spellcasting ability for these spells, 
since they are expressions of your supernatural appeal. 
You use your Charisma whenever a spell refers to your 
spellcasting ability. In addition, you use your Charisma 
modifier when setting the saving throw DC for a spell 
you cast and when making an attack roll with one.

Spell save DC = 8 + your proficiency modifier +
your Charisma modifier

Spell attack modifier = your proficiency bonus +
your Charisma modifier

Thief of Hearts
Starting at 9th level, your way with words and 
undeniable appeal have given you the ability to 
steal hearts. When you have a minute to speak to 
a creature who you share a language with, you can 
make a Charisma (Persuasion) check contested by 
the creature’s Wisdom saving throw. On a success, the 
creature is charmed by you for one hour, until you use 
this feature again or until it takes damage from you or 
one of your companions. While charmed the creature 
treats you as a friendly acquaintance and love interest, if 

the creature is so inclined.

Jilted & Jaded
Starting at 13th level, you can use your action to jilt a 
creature who you share a language with and who is 
charmed by you. This spurn wounds them so deeply 
that you roll your sneak attack in psychic damage and 
deal it to that creature. The charmed effect does not 
automatically end as a result of taking this damage but 
the creature can make another saving throw against 
the charm effect. You can use this ability again after you 
complete a long rest.
   In addition, your years of heartbreaks and heart 
breaking have left you jaded. You are immune to charm 
effects.

Love Is An Illusion
Starting at 17th level, any creature who is immune 
to charmed effects but not immune to illusion effects 
can be affected by your spells and abilities that give 
charmed effects although they make saving throws with 
advantage. In addition, you gain advantage on saving 
throws against illusion effects.
   Finally, if a creature knows any language you can 
communicate with it non-verbally, negating the need 
to share a language with it for the purposes of other 
paramour features.

charm person, disguise self
enthrall, suggestion
hypnotic pattern, sending
confusion
dominate person
mass suggestion

3rd
5th 
7th
9th
11th
13th
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Tinkerer                                                       
Some rogues pursue their natural interest in traps and 
locks to such an extent that they discover a whole suite 
of inventions they can jury-rig in a pinch. Tinkerers 
endlessly draft blueprints of new machines that might 
help them in their adventures whether in a fight or just 
navigating dangerous terrain. The tinkerer’s creations 
may be too unstable for mass production or repeated 
use but in the tinkerer’s own hands they are invaluable.

Master Tinker
Starting at 3rd level, gain proficiency in tinker’s tools. 
In addition, you gain your Intelligence modifier in 
Innovation dice (minimum 1) which are d6s. You regain 
all expended Innovation dice after a long rest. When you 
expend Innovation dice to power an effect that calls for 
a saving throw use your innovation save DC.

Innovation save DC = 8 + your proficiency modifier +
roll and add a die of the same type as the expended 

Innovation die

Amateur Inventor
Starting at 3rd level, choose two inventions you know 
the schematics for from the Invention list. When you 
have access to a tinker’s tool kit or a workshop during a 
short or long rest you can build any invention you know 
the schematics for from scratch. Your ability to keep up 
the maintenance on multiple devices is limited so you 
can only have one functional version of each invention 
know schematics for.
   When you want to use an invention you use a action, 
bonus action, or reaction (as described by the invention) 
and expend an Innovation die. If you have no Innovation 
dice left you can still use the invention as if you had an 
Innovation die but doing so destroys the invention and 
you have to build it from scratch to use it again.
   If you lend an invention to someone without 
Innovation dice they can use the invention as if they had 
a d4 for their Innovation die. After a single use in this 
way the invention is destroyed and you have to build it 
from scratch before you can use it again.

Apprentice Inventor
Starting at 9th level, choose an additional invention you 
know the schematics for from the Invention list and 
your Innovation dice become d8’s. Additionally, your 
maximum Innovation dice increases by 1.

Journeyman Inventor
Starting at 13th level, choose an additional invention 
you know the schematics for from the Invention list and 
your your Innovation dice become d10’s. Additionally, 
your maximum Innovation dice increases by 1.

Master Inventor
Starting at 17th level, choose an additional invention 
you know the schematics for from the Invention list and 
your Innovation dice become d12’s. Additionally, your 
maximum Innovation dice increases by 1. Finally, when 
you lend an invention to someone without innovation 
dice they can use the invention as if they had a d6 for 
their innovation die. The invention is destroyed after a 
single use in this way, as normal.

Inventions                                                         
Boom Boom Box
A boom boom box is a metallic box approximately 1 
square foot. It can be placed anywhere within 5 feet of 
you on the ground as your free item interaction and can 
share a space with a creature. As long as you are within 
60 feet of the boom boom box you can use a bonus 
action and expend an Innovation die to activate it.
   When you activate the boom boom box all creatures 
within 15 feet of the boom boom box must make a 
Constitution saving throw. Creatures who fail this saving 
throw take 3d8 thunder damage and are deafened for 
one minute. Creatures who pass this saving throw take 
half that damage and are not deafened.

Grapple Shot
The grapple shot is a modified heavy crossbow that fires 
grappling hooks tied to a crank rather than bolts. You 
can use grapple shot as an action to fire at a durable 
physical environmental feature up to 90 feet away. At the 
end of each of your turns you are pulled 30 feet towards 
that feature. 
   You can fire the grapple shot at a creature within 
90 feet of you by using an action and expending an 
Innovation die. That creature makes a Dexterity saving 
throw to resist being hooked. If the creature is your size 
or smaller, while hooked the creature is restrained and 
at the end of each of your turns the creature is pulled 
30 feet closer to you. If the creature is a larger size than 
you, while hooked you are pulled 30 feet closer to the 
creature at the end of your turn. The hooked condition 
ends when you start a turn adjacent to the creature or 
you spend a bonus action to end the condition.
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Launching Boots
Launching boots are a pair of large boots with a 
platform under the sole and series of coils and springs 
between the platform and the sole held in tension by 
clamps. As a bonus action you can expend an Innovation 
die to leap up to 30 feet in any direction. Add your 
Innovation die to your AC if this movement provokes 
any opportunity attacks. If you make a melee attack after 
this movement and before the end of your turn, add your 
Innovation die to the damage dealt by that attack.

Lightning Releaser
A lightning releaser is a collection of wires and chemical 
pellets built into a gauntlet. The lightning releaser 
can be activated as a bonus action and expending an 
Innovation die. Until the start of your next turn all 
damage you deal with melee weapon attacks is lightning 
rather than its normal damage type and you add a 
damage die of the same type as the Innovation die 
expended to activate the lightning releaser.

Noxious Releaser
The noxious releaser is a combination breathing mask 
and metallic cylinder normally worn as a backpack. As 
an action you can expend an Innovation die to create a 
noxious cloud around you. All creatures currently within 
10 feet of you, or who pass within 10 feet of you before 
your next turn, must make a Constitution saving throw 
or be poisoned for one minute. The creature may make 
a new saving throw to end the poisoned condition at the 
end of any turn when he is not in the noxious cloud. You 
are not affected by the noxious cloud and the noxious 
cloud disperses at the beginning of your next turn.

Pressurized Pungent
The pressurized pungent is a metallic canister 
sometimes attached to a gauntlet and other times worn 
as a backpack with a hose that can be aimed. You may 
use an action to expend an Innovation die and make a 
ranged weapon attack with advantage using Dexterity 
(tinker’s tools) on one creature within 30 feet. On a hit 
you deal a die the same type as your Innovation die + 
your dexterity modifier acid damage to the creature. 
Additionally, that creature must make a Dexterity saving 
throw or fall prone in the foul smelling liquid.

Rebreather Mask
Rebreather masks are large masks that fit around the 
entire head of its wearer. While wearing a rebreather 
mask you can breathe underwater and have advantage 
on any saving throws against effects that require you 
to inhale something for them to affect you. After you 
roll a saving throw but before the DM tells you whether 
you succeeded or failed you may use your reaction to 
expend an Innovation die, releasing a rush of oxygen 
and allowing you to roll that Innovation die and add it to 
your saving throw.

Spectrometer Goggles
Spectrometer goggles are large thick goggles that 
allow its wearer to pierce the veil of illusions and see 
even in the deepest and darkest places. While wearing 
spectrometer goggles you have darkvision up to 120 
feet and can see in magical darkness. When you make 
a saving throw against an illusion effect you can expend 
an Innovation die as a reaction to add a die of that type 
to all saving throws against illusion you make for the 
next minute.

Tinkerer Archetype by
/u/ coolgamertagbro
http://sterlingvermin.com/

Art Credits in Order of Appearance
“Head Zeppelin” by Tahra
“Ambrose: A Steampunk Tinkerer” by Concept Art 
House
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